My Top Job – Services for Freshers !
To Get a Job you need …. EXPERIENCE !!
And
To Get Experience , you need .. A JOB !!
In the classic, absolutely hilarious - and still so true - novel by Joseph Heller (
published 1961 ) , the Catch 22 Paradox is introduced as under :
===============
There was only one catch and that was Catch-22, which specified that a concern for one's
safety in the face of dangers that were real and immediate was the process of a rational
mind. (Lt.) Orr was crazy and could be grounded. All he had to do was ask; and as soon
as he did, he would no longer be crazy and would have to fly more missions. Orr would
be crazy to fly more missions and sane if he didn't, but if he was sane he had to fly them.
If he flew them he was crazy and didn't have to; but if he didn't want to he was sane and
had to. Yossarian was moved very deeply by the absolute simplicity of this clause of
Catch-22 and let out a respectful whistle.
"That's some catch, that Catch-22," he [Yossarian] observed.
"It's the best there is," Doc Daneeka agreed.
=============
Very similar is the dilemma of a "Fresher " looking for a "Job". Added to that are the
many other uncertainties youngsters face at this juncture in their Career such as Office
Etiquettes, Which job to take up , HOW to improve my Career prospects etc.

We offer the following Services to Freshers to help them into the
Corporate World :
a) FREE Job Mail Service !
We have a Separate Job mail Service for freshers. Any fresher can subscribe to the same
by clicking the banner hereunder and reaching the separate section for Freshers :

Or by directly visiting : http://tiny.cc/fjmail

We regularly solicit openings for Freshers from our Clients. All such openings are sent
out to people who have registered with the above Service.

b) A GOOD CV on the Net, freely available to all potential employers !
Unlike other “Portals “ we do not charge Employers for accessing the CV of Freshers.
Instead, they are kept in an Open area, readily accessible to ALL employers who visit
our Site. Employers can contact the Candidates DIRECT since all contact details are
openly provided. If necessary we can facilitate the process.
The Candidates are provided “ easy links “ which they can put in their Printed CVs as
well whenever they apply to any position, or even send the link by mail / SMS to anyone
!
To see an example of such a CV just visit
http://tiny.cc/shailendra
We charge a nominal rate for making such a CV and putting it at our Website. The CV
remains on the Net for a period of one year or less, if so required.
If interested, please contact us !
Being a Fresher is an exciting as well a a difficult time. We know .. we were freshers
too once !
So we wish all freshers the very best in their life and endeavors !
Best Regards
Hardeep Sodhi
Director, My Top Job
http://www.mytopjob.in
27-G, Sector Eight, Jasola
New Delhi 110 025
Phones : 41402153, 9810290988

PS : Please forward this Article to any Freshers you know. Who knows, maybe
someday they will thank you for the same !

